


Oh, what a

tangled mess
you leave.
Welcome to family HQ: your kitchen. Oodles of outlets on the backsplash were once 
desirable, but in an over-wired age, there’s got to be a better way. And now there is. 
Introducing the adorne® Under-Cabinet Lighting System by Legrand. It frees you 
from clutter and sheds the fresh new light of ingenuity right where you need it most. 



B EFO R E    Why did it ever seem like 
a good idea to put all those outlets in plain 
sight? Or to cook under the shadow of our 
cabinets? Time to let brighter ideas shine!



AF TER    A simply brilliant solution, 
the adorne collection bathes your counters 
in light while hiding tons of power, audio, 
and mobile connectivity up and out of sight.



U NDERNEATH    Hidden below the 
cabinets you’ll find smart ideas. Innovative
lighting options, plenty of power, USB outlets, 
and BlueTooth™ audio are all close at hand. 

Outlet ModuleLinear LED Lights Digital Music KitUSB Charging Outlet with Tablet Cradle



LOOKING U P    A view from below 
reveals how the adorne collection tucks 
neatly away, offering tons of convenience 
while hiding underneath your cabinets.



under-cabinet lighting

Puck Lights: For a spectacular spotlighted look.

Linear Lights: For consistent, continuous task lighting.

Mobile Cradle
Because recharging doesn’t 
have to look sloppy. Tablet Cradle

Puts apps and the internet  
where you need them.

Modular Tracks: The nerve center that tucks away out of sight. Available in four sizes.

Outlet Module
Convenient power snaps 
in where you need it.

USB Module
A handy charging outlet 
to power today’s devices.

Digital Music Kit
Plug and play your  
favorites—wirelessly.

THE ULTIMATE KITCHEN BEAUTY KIT.
The adorne Under-Cabinet Lighting System brings an array of modular components that swap out so easily, 
you’ll want to reconfigure whenever the mood strikes. From speakers and smart phone docks to lighting and 
outlets, there’s a world of possibilities to choose from with these high-tech, highly convenient building blocks. 



collection
www.adornemyhome.com
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designed to be better.™

Legrand, North America

60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT  06110
1.877.BY.LEGRAND (295.3472)
www.legrand.us

570 Applewood Crescent
Vaughan, Ontario L4K 4B4
905.738.9195
www.legrand.ca


